Troop 339
Troop Leader Training

The Boy Led Troop
“The patrol method is not a way to operate a Boy
Scout troop, it is the only way. Unless the patrol
method is in operation, you don't really have a Boy
Scout troop.”
—Robert S. S. Baden-Powell

The Boy Led Patrol
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Visions of Success
Scoutmaster's Vision of Success

Nic's SPL Vision of Success
The vision of Troop 339 is to provide a fun and
challenging environment where patrols can build
their teamwork and advance in personal skills
that will aid them later in life through leadership
and outdoor experiences.

Teaching EDGE
EDGE (explain, demonstrate, guide. enable) is a process for training that
will be taught at the council-level NYLT course.
The key to making EDGE work is to use it for all teaching opportunities.
Make it a habit.
The four-step process is simple for teaching any skill.
1. Explain-The trainer explains how something is done.
2. Demonstrate-After the trainer explains. the trainer demonstrates while
explaining again.
3. Guide-The learner tries the skill while the trainer guides him through it.
4. Enable-The trainee works on his own under the watchful eye of the
trainer. The trainer's role in this step is to remove any obstacles to
success. which enables the learner to succeed.

Know – Be – Do
Know – What is my job?
Be – How should I do my job?
Do – What is Expected of Me?

Stop – Start – Continue
What should we start doing that we are
not currently doing?
● What do we stop doing that is not
working?
● What should we continue doing that is
working well and helps us succeed?
●

Vision of Success for
Your Troop Position

Congratulations
You are now officially trained
for your troop position

The NYLT course centers around the concepts of
what a leader must BE, what he must KNOW, and
what he must DO. The key elements are then taught
with a clear focus on HOW TO. The skills come alive
during the week as the patrol goes on a Quest for the
Meaning of Leadership.
NYLT is a six-day course. Content is delivered in a
troop and patrol outdoor setting with an emphasis on
immediate application of learning in a fun
environment. Interconnecting concepts and work
processes are introduced early, built upon, and aided
by the use of memory aids, which allows participants
to understand and employ the leadership skills much
faster.
In Orange County Council, this program is called
Trailblazers. Ask your SPL for more info.

The National Advanced Youth Leadership
Experience (NAYLE) is offered by the Philmont
Training Center and based at the Rocky Mountain
Scout Camp.
This camp is designed to provide you with a
Philmont based wilderness encounter that
motivates you to follow a life of helping others
succeed based on the values expressed in the
Scout Oath and Law. The Philmont leadership is
committed to making NAYLE a very special
experience. You will live in a patrol setting at
Rocky Mountain Scout Camp where you will use
leadership skills to resolve exciting and
challenging back country situations. This week will
conclude with a closing challenge for each Scout
to build upon the Legacy of Waite Phillips, the
benefactor of the Philmont Scout Ranch.

